How to get Visual Dx on your mobile phone

***YOU MUST SIGN UP FOR AN ACCOUNT PHYSICALLY ON THE DESKTOP COMPUTERS AT THE VA or on the VA VPN on the WEBSITE FIRST!***

Do NOT NOT NOT create an account first by downloading the app and registering on the mobile app (you will NOT be able to get an account that way and will have difficulty registering for an account later)

That unfortunately means you cannot create a VisualDx account unless you are on the VA VPN or at the VA physically on the network computers

1.) There are two ways to get to the Website
   a. In Internet Explorer (on the VA desktop computers or on the VA VPN) – enter in https://www.visualdx.com/visualdx/7/
      OR
   b. When you’re on the VA desktop computers or on the VA VPN → open up CPRS and open a patient → then click on “Tools” → “Educational Resources” → “Visual Dx”
2.) Click on “Get the Mobile App”

3.) Click on “Create a Personal VisualDx Account”
4.) Fill out the fields (use your "@ucsf.edu" email account), and click on “Create Personal Account”

5.) NOW, go to your mobile device and download “VisualDx”

6.) Sign In using the “username” and “password” that you just created on the website

7.) Use the “Quick Start Differential Builder” or enter in a Search!
   (I personally love the “Quick Start Differential Builder” to describe rashes which then builds a differential for what things I should consider based on the description of the rash.)